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We present a practical procedure to obtain reliable and unbiased neural network based force fields for
solids. Training and test sets are eﬃciently generated from global structural prediction runs, at the same
time assuring the structural variety and importance of sampling the relevant regions of phase space. The
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neural networks are trained to yield not only good formation energies, but also accurate forces and
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as an example, several force fields for both semiconducting and metallic elements, and prove their
accuracy for a variety of structural and dynamical properties. These are then used to study the melting
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of bulk copper and gold.

stresses, which are the quantities of interest for molecular dynamics simulations. Finally, we construct,

1 Introduction
In the past decades we have witnessed the development of
several electronic structure methods1 for the study of the
properties of materials. From these, density functional theory2–4
occupies a prominent place due to the unparalleled combination
of accuracy and computational efficiency. With the continuous
development of new approximations for the elusive exchange–
correlation functional,5 the improvement of computer codes, and
with the availability of ever faster supercomputers, densityfunctional theory has been reliably applied to the study of millions
of compounds and forms the backbone of all current highthroughput and accelerated material design efforts.6–8 Some
examples of these methodologies for battery materials,9 synthetic fuels,10 perovskites,11,12 hard magnets,13 among others,
can be readily found in the literature.
Unfortunately, and in spite of its numerical eﬃciency,
density functional calculation has a number of limitations.
A single evaluation of the total energy is usually limited to
systems with r10 000 atoms. For molecular dynamics simulations, or other approaches that involve sampling of the potential
energy surface, this number is reduced to a few hundreds. For
the complicated problem of global structural prediction,14 we are
currently limited to a few tens of atoms at most.15,16
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To overcome this problem, several faster approaches were
developed. This includes, for example, density-functionalbased tight binding17–19 and charge equilibration methods,
such as ReaxFF20 and the charge-optimized many-body
potential.21 At an even higher level we find classical force fields,
such as the Tersoff22 and the Stillinger–Weber potentials.23
Unfortunately, all these approaches turn out to be considerably
less precise than straightforward density-functional theory.
Meanwhile, the interest in machine learning methods24,25
has been growing, fueled by a series of outstanding results
in face recognition,26–29 image classification,30 driving cars,31
playing Atari games,32 Go,33 etc. In the fields of solid-state
physics and theoretical chemistry, these methods can already
predict the properties of molecules,34,35 optimize transition
states,36 determine band gaps37 and predict the stability of
different materials.38,39
Machine learning methods also prospered in the creation of
interatomic potentials.40–50 Here we will be concerned with
neural network51 force fields that rely on the Behler–Parrinello
method.52 This is a rather successful approach53 that can yield
errors in the energy as low as a few meV per atom and that
scales linearly with the number of atoms N in the unit cell.
Furthermore, the forces exerted on the atoms, required for
most simulations, can be obtained analytically through derivation. Finally, it also has several open-source implementations,
such as the ÆNET,54 Amp55 and TensorMol-0.156 packages.
Initially, the cost function used to train Behler–Parrinello
force fields only took into account the error in the energy.52
In fact, for training sets of moderate size, this error can be
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rather small. However, the error obtained for the forces can
remain reasonably high52,54 (above 100 meV Å1) and subduing
it requires considerably larger training sets.
An alternative is the inclusion of the errors for the forces in
the cost function.42,57–60 Additionally, the errors for stress can
also be included in a similar fashion. For each crystal structure
there are 3N forces and 6 components of the stress tensor while
there is only one energy. In a way, using forces and stresses
is equivalent to increasing the training set by a rather large
factor. Furthermore, these gradients are readily available in any
density-functional calculation through the use of the Hellmann–
Feynman and generalized virial theorems.1 Forces and stresses
are derivatives of energy, therefore their inclusion in the
cost function requires an extension of the back-propagation
algorithm.58
The other key factor in developing neural network based
force fields is the construction of adequate training and test
sets. These should be varied, which in this context means that
they should include crystal structures that span all possible
bonding patterns and bonding lengths relevant for the simulations. They should also be economical, in the sense that the
construction of the training and test sets should require the
least amount of computer time possible. These are, of course,
contradicting requirements, so a good compromise has to be found.
In this article, we develop a methodology that is capable of
providing reliable neural network force fields for a large range
of physical situations. Training and test sets are constructed
from global structural prediction calculations, ensuring an
optimal coverage of all possible bonding environments.
Furthermore, training is performed by optimizing energies,
forces, and stresses in a balanced manner. As a positive side
eﬀect, these increase considerably the reliability and transferability of our networks.
The rest of this article is organized as follows. In Section 2,
we present the Behler–Parrinello method as implemented in
the ÆNET package. In Section 3, we discuss how to perform
back propagation for objective functions involving the error in
the forces and the stress tensor. In Section 4, we propose
atomic interaction potentials for several semiconducting and
metallic elements and one binary. Finally, in Section 5, we
present some applications of our neural network force fields,
namely for the calculation of phonon frequencies and for the
study of the melting of simple metals. The article ends with our
conclusions.

2 Artificial neural networks
The first step in describing a potential energy surface using an
artificial neural network (ANN) pertains to the representation of
the structure, i.e., how to describe a crystal in a way that can be fed
as input into a machine learning method. Several approaches
have been proposed, such as the Coulomb matrix,61 the Ewald
sum matrix,62 partial radial distribution functions,63 root-meansquare distances,64 and the smooth overlap of atomic positions
kernel65 among others. In their influential paper,52 Behler and
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Fig. 1 Example of a multilayer perceptron feedforward neural network
as used in this work. The bias nodes are shown with a dashed contour.
Their standard value is 1.

Parrinello introduced a set of atom-centered symmetry functions
that enjoyed considerable success in the past years.66,67 These
symmetry functions depend on two or three atomic coordinates
and map the distribution of distances between atoms (radial
functions) or the distribution of bond angles (angular functions), respectively. Furthermore, they possess certain important properties,42 such as rotational and atomic permutation
invariance.
In the Behler–Parrinello method, each atom of a system is
therefore described by a set of symmetry functions that serve
as input o0j to the neural network of that element. Every element
in the periodic table is characterized by a different network.
An example of such a network can be found in Fig. 1.
Eqn (1) shows how to then obtain the nodes onz of a layer
based on the nodes of the previous layer.
!
 
X
n
n
n n1
;
(1)
oz ¼ j hz ¼ j
wjz oj
j

where j represents an activation function, hnz its argument and
wnzj is the weight between the node j in layer n  1 and the node
z in layer n. Finally, to compute the total energy of the system, a
summation over the outputs (Ei) of each atomic neural network
is required.
At this point, to optimize the weights we face a highdimensional problem, where the objective function is usually
defined as
!2
1X X
ref
e¼
Ei  E
:
(2)
2 s
i
s

Here the sum in i goes over all the atoms in the considered
structure s, and the diﬀerences are between the energy computed by the neural network and some reference method.
Currently, the back propagation algorithm24,68 is the standard
algorithm to find the set of optimal weight parameters by
minimization of the error function.
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To compute forces and the stress tensor, we have to calculate
the derivative of the energy with respect to the positions and
the components of the strain tensor (eab)
Fga ¼ 

N X
0
X
@E
Mi @Ei @oil
¼
0 @R
@Rga
@o
ga
il
i
l

(3)

sab ¼ 

N X X
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O i l
@oil ga ab
g

(4)

Here N is the number of atoms in the system, Mi is the number
of symmetry functions for atom i (or the number of nodes in
the input layer), and O is the volume of the system.
All the magic behind neural networks can be explained by
the hidden layers and the nonlinearity of the activation functions. Examples of activation functions are the linear function,
the hyperbolic tangent, the leaky rectified linear units (leaky
ReLu), and softplus
jlinear(x) = x
jtanh ðxÞ ¼

(5)

1  e2x
1 þ e2x

(6)

where Fjz is the component z of the force acting on atom j. Sk
stands for the components of the stress tensor in the Voigt
notation and a, b and g are parameters that scale units and can
be changed to increase the relative importance of diﬀerent terms.
To use this objective function we have the option to either
expand the network or to generalize the back propagation algorithm.
The first option involves the augmentation of the output of the
neural network to include not only the energy, but also forces and
stresses. As this option does not take into account the relationship
between energy and its gradients (forces and stresses), inconsistencies between them are prone to appear. The second option is much
more flexible and will be used here. The back propagation algorithm
relies on the derivative of the objective function with respect to the
weights of the neural network. Normally, this entails the derivative of
the output of the neural network (Ei). Defining on as a vector
containing the nodes of the n layer, wn as a matrix containing the
weights that connect the nodes in the n  1 and n layers and j_ n as a
diagonal matrix that stores the derivatives of the nodes of the n layer,
the derivative of the output of the neural network takes the form
"
#
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jleaky ReLu(x) = max(0.01x,x)
x

jsoftplus(x) = log(1 + e ).

(7)
(8)

In recent years, the leaky ReLu has been gaining popularity,69
for example in applications to image processing. In particular,
this activation function leads to networks that are faster and
easier to train. Unfortunately, the leaky ReLu has a discontinuous derivative at x = 0, which makes forces and stresses also
discontinuous as a function of the atomic positions. In the next
section we will see an example of this problem.

3 Backpropagation
When trained only for energies, neural network potentials achieve
remarkable accuracy for the energies, yet forces (and stresses) may
be less precise, depending on the diversity and size of the training
set. As these quantities are obtained from the analytic derivative of
the neural network function, this might imply that the neural
networks do not describe correctly the potential energy surface.
Furthermore, forces (and stresses) are readily available from any
electronic structure method, so why not use all the available
information to train the networks? In fact, the inclusion of forces
in the cost function has been a standard practice for several
years,42,55,58,70 and stresses can also be readily incorporated. Other
machine learning potentials can also use this information.49,50,71,72
The inclusion of the forces and stresses in the training of neural
networks can be done by generalizing the cost function
2
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where Nh is the number of hidden layers, and the product inside
square brackets is ordered in decreasing order of layers i.e.,
"
#
3
Y
m m
j_ w ¼ j_ 3 w3 j_ 2 w2 :
m41

In addition to this contribution, the backpropagation algorithm
requires the second derivatives with respect to the weights of the
€ n as a diagonal matrix that
neural network output. Defining j
stores the second derivatives of the nodes of the n layer, we obtain
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for the derivative of the force components with respect to the
weights. Here the products inside brackets are ordered in decreasing order of layers, and xk is defined using the recursion relation
xk = j_ kwkxk1,

(12)

@o
:
@Rja

(13)

x0 ¼

The quantity lp in eqn (11) is a diagonal matrix defined by
€ k wk xk Þi dij :
lkij ¼ ðj

(14)

We can also perform the derivative of the components of the
stress tensor (Sk) with respect to the weights. This can be done
@o
by replacing
by
@Rja
N @o @R
1P
ja
(15)
O j @Rja @eab
in eqn (11)–(13), according to eqn (3) and (4).
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These expressions were coded in the open source package
ÆNET. Our implementation allows the optimization of the
energy, forces, or stresses separately, or any combination
of them.
We would like to point out that a back propagation method
using eqn (11)–(13) will not always provide an update for every
weight of the neural network. Careful analysis of these equations reveals that the bias neurons will not be updated for
activation functions with vanishing second derivatives. Therefore, for these cases, the training for energy, forces and stresses
should occur either by joint training or using a double loop
optimization. Actually, eqn (11) simplifies considerably for
activation functions with vanishing second derivatives (as the
ReLu), as only the first term remains. This can, in principle,
lead to a decrease in the time necessary to train the neural
network.

4 Examples of force fields
To test our methodology, we selected standard semiconducting
elements (Si and Ge) and simple metals (Cu and Au). All of
these are well studied in the literature, where we can find
several examples of classical force fields,22,23 tight-binding
parameterizations,73,74 and even neural network based force
fields.44,66,75 We will also look at a binary system, namely Si–Ge.
The creation of an artificial neural network or every other
machine learning force field requires 3 steps: the construction
of a data set containing the structures to be fitted and their
properties, the training of the model which normally requires
the minimization of an objective function, and the validation of
the force field to ascertain its predictability. These three steps
will be discussed in detail in the following.
4.1

Construction of the data sets

The structure optimizations and force and energy calculations
presented in this work were performed within density functional theory with the vasp code.76,77 We used the PAW setups
from version 5.2 of vasp and we approximated the exchange–
correlation functional with the Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof
approximation.78
Generation of the reference datasets was carried out in the
same spirit as in the work of Huran et al.79 and proceeds in two
separate steps. The first step of the process uses a global
structural prediction,14 namely the minima-hopping method
(MHM),80,81 to explore the possible bonding patterns and crystal
structures allowed by the chemical composition. The output of
our runs includes not only a set of structures corresponding to
local-minima, but also another set of intermediate structures
resulting from molecular dynamics runs. Note that the majority
of structures is far from dynamic equilibrium. To complement
our datasets, and similarly to the strategy of Artrith et al.,54 we
then apply a series of geometrical distortions to the local minima.
Finally, we sometimes add a set of two-dimensional minima
structures obtained with the procedure of Borlido et al.,82,83
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in order to increase the reliability of the networks for lowdimensional phases.
We note that in the work of Huran et al., the tight binding
parameterization only required around 500 structures per
element for training. This number had to be increased substantially for our neural networks. As an example, our set for
silicon contains 131 minima, 54 2D structures, 7142 distortions
and 19 033 structures obtained from molecular dynamics simulations. Of these, 70% were used for the training and 30% for
the testing. The sizes of the sets for the other systems are
similar to the ones for silicon and those for the training are
displayed in Table 1. These numbers show that we have a rather
small number of minima and 2D structures, which led us to
increase the weight of these structures.
We expect the neural network potentials produced from
these datasets to be able to describe the local minima of
the potential energy surface of each element/binary and the
surrounding regions. Diﬀerent temperatures, structures under
stress and structures with relatively large forces are also taken
into account (due to MD and distorted structures) and should
be properly described. On the other hand, we do not believe
that our potentials will be able to describe molecules or
clusters, as these kinds of environments are not present in
the training sets. Finally, supercells that locally resemble the
structures present in our training set should be properly
described by neural network potentials, as most of the relevant
contributions to the energy reside within the cut-oﬀ radius
defined for each atom.
4.2

Training of the artificial neural networks

We expect that regions of the phase-space close to the dynamical minima are sampled most often in simulations. Therefore,
to obtain a better description of these regions we decided to
include in our objectives a dimensionless weight factor wi that is
given in terms of F% i, the average norm of forces acting on atoms
in the ith structure. It reads, when F% i is measured in eV Å1,
wi ¼

0:2
:
0:2 þ Fi2

(16)

This function attains its maximum value of one for F% i = 0 and
decreases monotonically for larger forces.
Furthermore, we are usually interested in energy diﬀerences
and not in the absolute value of the total energy (that is anyway
arbitrary for an infinite solid). For example, the formation
energy uses as a reference the ground-state of the elementary
substances. To decrease the error in the evaluation of these

Table 1 Number of each kind of structures in our training sets. We note
that the binary training dataset also included all the elemental minima
structures

Si
Ge
SiGe
Cu
Au

Minima

Distorted

MD

2D

Total

92
94
671
20
27

4999
3967
15 540
485
1082

13 323
6435
13 561
13 191
12 259

37
37
0
0
0

18 451
10 533
29 772
13 696
13 368
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energies, we found it useful to increase the weight of the
reference structures in the training set, so that these are well
reproduced by the neural networks.
As the inputs of the neural networks, we used 8 radial
symmetry functions of type G2 and 18 angular functions of
type G4 for each elemental interaction, leading to 16 radial and
54 angular functions for the binary systems. We present their
definitions in eqn (17) resorting to the notation of Behler.42
Gi2 ¼

neighbours
X

FE (meV per atom) Forces (meV Å1) Stress (meV Å3)
M

neighbours
X


z
2
2
2
1 þ l cos yijk eZðRij þRik þRjk Þ

R

M

R

M

R

Si

This work
e-training
S.-Weber
Tersoﬀ
pbc
matsci

54
29
784
194
299
504

65
38
1331
228
386
577

76
162
925
362
190
504

119
298
1594
568
282
754

8
11
231
29
57
123

13
16
490
48
106
172

Ge

This work
e-training
S.-Weber
Tersoﬀ

34
14
276
434

40
22
388
559

46
77
321
448

75
155
558
759

5
5
84
81

9
8
127
122

SiGe This work
e-training

78
64

89
84

87
186

127
279

6
12

10
18

2
 
fc Rij eZðRij Rs Þ

jai

Gi4 ¼ 21z

Table 2 Weighted mean absolute errors (M) and root mean square errors
(R) for formation energy (FE), forces and stresses calculated with diﬀerent
methods. All networks had 3 hidden layers with 5 neurons each

(17)

jk
iajak








 fc Rij fc ðRik Þfc Rjk ;
where Z, l, Rs and z are parameters related to the properties of
the Gaussians, and fc cuts oﬀ the interactions between atoms
beyond a certain radius Rc. The values for these parameters can
be found in ref. 54 for titanium oxide. We tried to further
optimize these values using pattern search techniques, but we
could not achieve any improvement of the results.
We trained several neural networks with diﬀerent architectures, i.e. diﬀerent numbers of hidden layers, and with diﬀerent
numbers of nodes using the Levenberg–Marquardt84,85 and the
Broyden–Fletcher–Goldfarb–Shanno methods.86
As we mentioned before, the leaky ReLu has been gaining
popularity in many machine learning applications. We found
that this activation function does allow for a much faster
training of the neural network force fields. However, as shown
in Fig. 2, physical quantities are noticeably discontinuous when
plotted as a function of the geometrical parameters. This
means that the leaky ReLu can only be used in applications
that require solely the energy, and not for, e.g., molecular
dynamics simulations. As such, in the remainder of this article
we resorted to the softplus activation function that does not
exhibit this abnormal behavior.

Fig. 2 Change in pressure with the volume for the cubic silicon structure.
The neural networks used to make this figure were only trained for energies
and forces. The inset plots the leaky ReLu and the softplus activation function.
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Cu

This work
e-training
matsci

4
3
228

6
4
343

13
17
656

18
26
937

5
7
133

8
10
228

Au

This work
e-training

8
9

11
11

25
36

37
55

2
2

3
3

4.3

Analysis of the errors

To investigate the predictive power of our force fields, we
computed, for the structures in our test sets, the (weighted)
mean absolute error and root-mean square error for formation
energies, forces and components of the stress tensor. These
values can be found in Table 2, together with the results
obtained with the classical Stillinger–Weber23,87 and the Tersoff
potentials88,89 (for Si and Ge), and with density-functional tightbinding (Slater–Koster files for Si from the parameters set pbc74
and matsci73). For the classical force fields we used the LAMMPS
code90 while for the DFTB calculations we used DFTB+.91 Additionally, we also present the values obtained for networks trained
only for energies.
It is clear from the table that neural networks perform
consistently better than the other methods, and by a large
margin, in all cases studied. Particularly impressive are the very
small errors obtained for simple metals. In fact, the magnitude
of the errors for these metals reveals that if the training set
is large enough, the joint training is not necessary to obtain
accurate results.
We should recall that neural network potentials do require a
larger computational eﬀort than traditional classical forcefields, but scale better and are substantially faster than tightbinding approaches, so these are remarkable results.
In Fig. 3 we compare the formation energies calculated with
our potential for Ge to the DFT reference. A perfect fit would be
given by the y = x straight line. In the inset we show the region
with formation energies between 0 and 1 eV, where most of our
structures are included. We can see that the neural network can
predict the energy consistently through the whole range. Most
structures exhibit errors smaller than 25 meV, but in some
cases, these errors can be as large as 100 meV. These are
nevertheless the structures that contain forces with high
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Fig. 3 Comparison between formation energies calculated with DFT and
with our force-field for Ge. The neural network used to model our
potential had 3 hidden layers with 50 nodes each.

magnitude and that had therefore a small weight during the
training.
In the top panel of Fig. 4, we compare the forces calculated
with a neural network for Ge only trained for energies with the
DFT reference quantities. The bottom panel shows the same
values for our network trained for energies, forces, and stresses.
The improvement of the results depicted in the lower panel is
evident. Not only the error is much reduced on average, but also
the maximum deviation from the diagonal is considerably
smaller. Furthermore, the distribution is now symmetric,
correcting for the systematic error that can be seen in the
upper panel. In our opinion, these results clearly demonstrate
the importance of including the error in the forces (and stresses)
in the cost function (Fig. 4).
In general, training neural networks for additional properties reduces the number of training structures required to
achieve a desired accuracy. Nevertheless, a multi-objective
optimization will only return optimized values within a Pareto
curve. In other words, the training has to balance the prediction
of the energy with the prediction of the other properties.
As seen from Table 2 and the figures above, our networks obtain
average errors for the formation energy below 50 meV per atom,
forces below 100 meV Å1, and stresses below 15 meV Å3. By
increasing the number of layers, or the number of neurons in
each layer, we did not succeed in further improving the errors.
We believe, instead, that this could be achieved by using a
substantially larger and more diverse training set and better
input features, or increasing the complexity of the topology of
the neural network (e.g., by including convolution layers).
Are the values acceptable? In his Nobel prize lecture,92
John Pople argues that a global accuracy of 1 kcal mol1

This journal is © the Owner Societies 2019

Fig. 4 Comparison between properties calculated with DFT and with our
force-field for Ge. The neural network used to model our potential had
3 hidden layers with 50 nodes each. The probability density function (PDF),
shown with the color gradient, displays the number of structures that can
be found at each point (based on a smooth kernel density estimate).

(roughly 43 meV per atom) for energies with respect to
experimental values would be appropriate (the so-called
chemical accuracy). Our networks basically obtain this accuracy (with respect to the training data) and yield at the same
time high quality forces and stresses for a rather modest
number of training data.

5 Example of applications
To exemplify the usefulness of our force fields, and to further
assess their quality, we computed a few properties that are not
directly related to the quantities that we trained for. Specifically, we used our networks to obtain the phonon dispersion
of Si and Cu, and then to obtain the melting temperature of
Cu and Au.
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a network trained only for energies and the lower panel with
one for which energies, forces, and stresses were optimized.
Training networks for only energies yields a very good speed of
sound, but the accuracy of the acoustic branches deteriorates
when one approaches the boundaries of the Brillouin zone.
Optical phonons are also considerably overestimated. The
improvement of the lower panel is remarkable, with the PBE
phonons accurately reproduced in the whole Brillouin zone. In
Fig. 6 we show the phonon dispersion of copper calculated with
neural networks (trained for energies, forces, and stresses),
compared to the PBE reference. As expected from the excellent
fit (see Table 2), phonon frequencies of copper are almost
perfectly replicated.
Clearly, for copper, the network trained only for energies
already yields very good forces and consequently good phonon
frequencies. This is also the case for some neural networks
found in the literature, e.g., for sodium in ref. 47, for calcium
fluoride in ref. 45 or for copper, gold, and palladium in ref. 94.
5.2

Fig. 5 Phonon dispersion of cubic silicon calculated with the PBE functional and with a force field only trained for energies (top panel) and
another where we perform a joint training of energies, forces, and stresses
(bottom panel).

5.1

Phonons of Si and Cu

Calculations were performed with the phonopy package93 using
the frozen-phonon technique. Fig. 5 and 6 depict the comparison between the phonon frequencies obtained using the PBE
functional and using neural networks for cubic silicon and
copper, respectively. The upper panel of Fig. 5 is obtained with

Fig. 6 Phonon dispersion of cubic copper calculated with the PBE functional and with a force field trained for energies, forces, and stresses.

6512 | Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys., 2019, 21, 6506--6516

Melting of Cu and Au

We computed the melting temperature of Cu and Au in their
ground-state, face-centered cubic, crystal lattice. This was done
by performing molecular dynamics simulations with the NPT
Berendsen thermostat and barostat95 implemented in the ase
package.96 We used a time step of 10 fs and took for the
coupling constants of the thermostat and barostat the values
of 500 fs and 1000 fs (for Cu) and 400 fs and 500 fs (for Au).
After thermalizing the system at 100 K and 1 bar, we increased
the temperature of the thermostat linearly. The melting temperature for a given heating rate was obtained from two distinct
criteria: (A) from the maximum of the heat capacity, following
the method of Qi, et al.97 (B) Using a Lindemann criterion98
where the melting temperature is obtained from the maximum
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ.
of the second derivative of
hu2 i d as a function of the
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
thermostat temperature. In this formula, hu2 i is the mean
square atomic displacement and d is the inter-atomic distance.
Fig. 7 displays our results for Cu. As expected, there is a good
agreement between both methods and the melting temperature
converges with the decrease of the heating rate. Furthermore,
the melting temperature seems to be rather well converged with
respect to the size of the supercell. We fitted a straight line to
the points pertaining to heating rates below 0.2 K per step in
order to predict the melting temperature for an infinitesimal
heating rate. This leads to a value of around 1510 K, to be
compared to an experimental melting temperature of 1358 K.99
We could not find DFT simulations of the melting of Cu
in the literature, certainly due to the overwhelming computational eﬀort required. However, there are a few works using
embedded-atom method (EAM) potentials fitted to DFT
energies and subsequent correction using DFT quantities. In
this way, Vočadlo et al.100 predicted a value of 1176  100 K
(with the PW91 functional101,102) and Zhu et al.103 obtained
1251  15 K (with the PBE functional). Again using EAM
potentials, Wang et al.104 calculated a melting temperature of
1780 K using the heat capacity method for a supercell of
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Fig. 8 Variation of the melting temperature of Au with the heating rate for
a system with 500 atoms. The straight line (a + bx with a = 1047.8  12.3
and b = 557.1  89.4) was fitted for heating rates below 0.4 K per step.
The errors only concern the fit.

Fig. 7 Variation of the melting temperature of Cu with the heating rate for
a system with 500 atoms (top panel) and 5234 atoms (bottom panel). The
straight lines are linear fits (a + bx) to the points with the heating rate below
0.4 K per step. Coeﬃcients are a = 1511.1  5.14 and b = 481.0  34.8
(500 atoms) and a = 1508.7  7.2 and b = 505.3  48.4 (5324 atoms).
The errors only concern the fit.

500 atoms and a heating rate of 4 K ps1. They also computed
the melting temperature of copper clusters of diﬀerent sizes.
Extrapolation to a cluster of infinite size then led to a value
of 1360 K.
We also investigated the melting temperature of the facecentered cubic structure of gold for a supercell containing
500 atoms. We show our results in Fig. 8. Following the same
methodology as for copper we arrived at a melting temperature of
1048  12 K, a value in good agreement with previous results
obtained with EAM potentials (1090 K),105 but diﬀers from the value
of (2125  25) K found using the ReaxFF106 force field. We remind
that the experimental melting temperature of Au is 1338 K.
We note that our simulations are quite eﬃcient numerically, and
most of our runs were performed with standard desktop computers.
Furthermore, it is relatively simple to study even larger supercells
due to the very favorable order-N scaling of the neural networks with
the size of the system. Finally, the melting temperatures obtained
with our neural networks are in quite good agreement with
experimental values. In view of the excellent fit of DFT energies
and forces that we obtained for Cu and Au, we believe that the error
is mainly due to the shortcomings of the PBE approximation used to
produce the training sets and not the neural network.

This journal is © the Owner Societies 2019

We do not expect neural network force fields to replace DFT
or other electronic structure methods. However, they can be
extremely useful for sampling areas of the potential energy
surface that are not accessible with current electronic structure
methods, and are far more accurate than simpler fitting methods, like classical force fields. Moreover, they (and even other
machine learning methods) can be used to speed up searches,
like global structure optimization, provided that their validity is
tested.107,108

6 Summary and conclusions
We developed a methodology to generate neural network forcefields for solids with relatively small training sets. This is
achieved by (i) using well-balanced and unbiased training and
test sets that sample all possible bonding configurations and
bond lengths and (ii) by training the network to reproduce not
only the energy but also the forces on the atoms and stresses on
the lattice. This joint training of the three objectives required
an extension of the back propagation algorithm that was
implemented in the open-source ÆNET package.54
Then we constructed inter-atomic neural network potentials
for Si, Ge, SiGe, Cu, and Au. The average errors in the formation
energies for these networks are usually below 1 kcal mol1, and
the forces and stresses are of high quality. This quality is also
reflected in other quantities. For example, phonon bandstructures are remarkably close to the density-functional theory
reference, and the melting energies of simple metals come back
in good agreement with experiment.
Finally, our methodology opens the way to improve the quality
of the network while keeping small sizes of training sets. This
could be done, specifically, by tweaking the architecture of neural
networks through, e.g., the introduction of convolution layers.
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